1. Identify the following major key signature.
   a. G\# major           c. A major
   b. B major             d. D major

2. Identify the following major key signature.
   a. G\# major           c. A\# major
   b. D\# major           d. B\# major

3. The following is an example of what scale?
   a. A major             c. D major
   b. B major             d. G major

4. The following fragment could be part of what major scale?
   a. C\# major           c. A major
   b. B major             d. E major

5. The following fragment could be part of what major scale?
   a. E\# major           c. A\# major
   b. C\# major           d. B\# major
6. The melody below is in what key?
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7. The melody below is in what key?
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